Update From Israel!
Dear Covenant People:
The last time I was in Canada I said, “You will stand uncompromisingly with Israel. Therefore,
God will secure your position in the nations for healing.” We honor the Canadians for their loyal
stand.
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

On Israel, Canada's Harper stands alone at G8 summit

Alone among G8 leaders, the Canadian Prime Minister refuses to embrace the U.S. President’s
plan to begin peace negotiations between Palestinians and Israelis on the basis of a return to
Israel’s de facto borders as they existed before its 1967 war with neighboring Arab countries – a
precondition, accepted by Arabs and by many previous Israeli leaders and Canadian
governments, that would be necessary to get Palestinians back to the table.
Mr. Harper made his opposition to that position clear through a spokesperson shortly after Mr.
Obama’s Middle East speech last week in a pre-G8 briefing, making him the lone leader in the
G8 not to back the U.S. preconditions.
A unified statement on a negotiated path to a Palestinian state had been a key goal of the
Deauville summit, in large part because such a statement might have pre-empted an attempt to
pass a United Nations resolution that would declare a Palestinian state against Israel’s will.
There was some sense that Canada is putting an obstacle in the way of this goal. “Mr. Harper
clearly is the odd man out on this one, and it won’t do him any favors,” a British official
involved with the G8 conference said.
Koenig’s Eye View from the White House, May 27, 2011
Analysis: Did Netanyahu cave into Obama's pressure? ... A review of Netanyahu’s
Congressional message speaks volumes ... Despite strong U.S. Congressional support a
worldwide 'political and public tsunami' is rapidly forming against Israel … The chronology of

conflict coming to Israel: calm in June and July, U.S. and European political vacations in
August, followed by an explosive September
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